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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
Harvest is getting underway in the wheat belt,
and the custom cutters are getting ready to
start their trek north. I was able to visit with
many of these guys at this year's U.S. Custom
Harvesters convention and met some farmers
that had left their previous brand and came to
Gleaner. And while these farmers had a variety
of reasons for the switch, all of them said what
made the biggest impression for them was
understanding how the Gleaner worked when
compared to their old combine. The mechanism
and design of how a Gleaner combine works
is just so fundamentally different, that if you
don’t understand how it functions, it can appear
down right confusing, if not terrifying. So we
thought we’d take a moment and explain where
these differences exist and why they can make
a big impact for your operation.
For the Gleaner faithful, this might be information
you’ve heard and experienced for yourself. So to
save you from too much repetition, we’re also
going to include the updates we’ve done over the
past several years to give your Gleaner even more
harvesting performance.
Finally, I’m including some portions of our
Quick Reference Guide in this newsletter. The
information in the guide is compiled from
engineers, dealers and farmers to give you some
tips on getting the most from your Gleaner
combine.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines

Different for a
reason
FEEDING

At first glance, many that see a Gleaner’s
feeder house for the first time say they’re
concerned that it is narrower than what
they’re used to and that’s certainly how it
looks. But if you look a little deeper, you’ll see
why that matters.
When crop enters the Gleaner feeder house,
it lies in a uniform crop mat and travels
directly into the rotor at a constant angle.
It can do this because the opening at the
front and the rotor inlet are the same size,
so the rear feed chain keeps feeding pitch
constantly and the transverse design allows
direct feeding. This design and consistent
feeding allows for gentler but thorough
threshing, more complete separation and
less damage to the crop.

If you look at the designs of our competitors,
you’ll often find a beater, auger or similar
system that compresses crop from the wide
feeder house opening into a relatively narrow
space where the crop is literally sheared with
each turn of the rotor. The result is crop that
binds with a roping effect and significant
wear and tear on the expensive auxiliary
feeding components.
In 2016, we took the already proven Gleaner
feeding system and increased its capacity.
The new design lowered the feeder
house floor and raised the
torque tube to create room
for additional crop. We also
moved the rear feed shaft
up and forward to allow
additional feeding space.

While Gleaner has a narrow, 39 1/2-inch feeder house compared to other combines,
the opening that feeds the rotor is actually wider because Gleaner does not narrow
or compress the crop mat.
The Gleaner transverse rotor is fed a crop mat naturally and directly to ensure
even and consistent threshing. Our competitors’ designs, which include either a
beater or “elephant ears,” need to stuff, bunch and shear the crop mat in order to
feed their rotor.
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THRESHING

Once the crop is inside the rotor, it threshes and
separates over 360 degrees. This allows crop to
exit the rotor as soon as it separates, reducing
potential damage to the grain. On our competitors'
designs, the top of the rotor is covered, meaning
crop will remain inside the rotor where it can be
damaged and when the crop reaches the opening,
a disproportionally large amount of crop will fall on
that side, overloading one side of the shoe.
While the single largest improvement to the
threshing system has been the larger rotor
introduced in 2010, we’ve made incremental
improvements to the system since then, including
our 2017 introduction of flights on the concave
side of the rotor. These flights help convey crop out
of the threshing area for more capacity and even
better separation.

moisture crops. The Gleaner perforated cascade
pan is a non-mechanical system used to reduce the
occurrence of grain piling on the cascade pan. The
design of the perforated cascade pan allows grain
to fall through while making the entire Gleaner
shoe pneumatic.
Other makes of combines have used mechanical
auger beds and other designs to resolve the issue of
grain piling on the cascade pan. With its simple and
low-wear design, Gleaner received an AE50 award
for its cascade pan design.

CLEANING

The Gleaner’s cleaning system is one of the most
unique designs available. As material falls from the
rotor, it is metered by two distribution augers and
then propelled by the accelerator rolls through an
air blast. This function provides mid-air cleaning
of material before it hits the shoe, resulting in
cleaner samples, less needed shoe size and gravity
independent—cleaning on slopes up to 23%. Because
the Gleaner drops material in the same position at
the front of the shoe every time, the entire shoe is
utilized and the distance of the material stream to
the cleaning fan never varies.
This is in contrast to competitors' designs that
must rely heavily on the shoe for cleaning, tend to
drop crop to one side of the shoe (particularly in
slopes) and can be overly sensitive to changing crop
conditions and the position from which materials
fall from the rotor onto the shoe. Inconsistent drop
location of material also causes our competitors to
require a larger and heavier shoe.
In 2015, Gleaner engineers realized they could add
pneumatic area to the shoe without increasing size
or weight while solving an issue that has plagued all
combines over the years when dealing with higher
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Our 360º cage allows grain to exit the rotor cage once
it is threshed. Our competitors’ designs are closed on
top, keeping free grain inside, where it continues to
contact the rotor’s threshing elements.

The same issue of where grain drops from the
rotor affects the effectiveness of the shoe.
Gleaner always drops its grain and material in the
same position. Axial combines tend to distribute
grain unevenly to the cleaning shoe, which can cause
grain loss out the back of the combine.
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GRAIN HANDLING

Because of the transverse design, Gleaner has one
of the fastest and simplest unloading systems
available. The position of the rotor allows the grain
to sit lower in the tank and not require the additional
auger needed on other designs to get grain out
of the tank. This allows the Gleaner to carry
390 bushels balanced and with a lower
center of gravity while unloading with
continuous lightning speed.

In 2014, we added a new optional 3200 RPM 24-knife
high-speed chopper to give added performance
and control. The new chopper can deliver a finer
chop with

In contrast, other designs carry grain
much higher and must use a more
complex and possibly grain-damaging
system to unload the grain.
Over
the
past
few years, we’ve
redesigned the clean
grain
elevator
with
90-degree
paddles and have
increased
the
speed for faster
grain conveyance. We
also lowered the clean
grain cross auger into a
sump to get grain away from
the shoe faster. By creating a
lowered trough we affectionately
call the hog trough, more surface
area of the auger can be utilized
with a lower volume of grain.
This allows the system to pull
maximum capacity of the cross
auger with even low amounts of
grain in the shoe.
RESIDUE

The Gleaner system of dispersing rotor
and shoe residue separately allows precise
tuning for controlling loss and adjustment for
the perfect residue spread. The Gleaner system
is also incredibly simple. The chopper acts in many
ways as a vacuum, pulling material away from the
rotor discharge while adjustment is simple and
precise. This is in contrast to the very cumbersome
chopping system many other designs employ.
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high capacity and can
be easily controlled with
knives that can be simply
raised or lowered.

For high-speed chopping, the small
7 ½-inch chopper drum features 24
knives and a retractable stationary sixknife bed for greater residue-chopping
demands. The chopper knives are made
of a new material for several times
greater life than previous knives.

A large, deep clean grain auger trough features a
lowered cross auger below the centerline of the
trough to maintain speed but avoid cracking the grain
and increase capacity to move grain away from the
shoe quickly; this change, along with heavier paddles,
increases elevator capacity by 30 percent to over a
5,000-bushel-per-hour elevator rating.
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DURABILITY

With the reduced number of moving and wear
parts, the Gleaner combine is designed for tough
harvesting and hard work. One factor that makes
a big difference is how much it weighs. A Gleaner
can weigh as much as 16,000 pounds less than
a comparable competitive machine. This means
less weight on bearings, final drives and next
year’s seedbed.
We’ve spent the past several
years making significant
durability upgrades with
new 2b belts in highwear areas such as
the clean grain
elevator and a
cog belt on the
unloader crossauger drive. We
also put a bigger
bearing
on
the
header
drive
jackshaft,
reinforced
the unloader tube and designed a new accelerator
roll shaft for long life and better performance.

A rear rock ring has been added
to increase rear feed chain slat
protection from rock ingestion. This
ring is similar to the ring used on the
front feeder drum.

USABILITY

Gleaners are famous for being farmer friendly and
much of that has to do with the transverse design.
With nearly all of the shafts running transverse
through the combine, bearings and belts are
accessible on the sides of the machine for easy
maintenance. You can access the rotor from the
grain bin or the engine bay and even have it out
with a skid steer in about 20 minutes.
Part of our ongoing design work includes upgrades
to the combine’s usability. We made our two-speed
hydro standard on the S9 Series, and it engages
automatically when needed to climb those steep
hills or get down the road to the next field. In
2016, we made an optional two-speed elevator kit
available to give better grain protection in sensitive
crops. A lateral tilt relief valve was added in 2017 to
protect systems from unexpected bumps. In 2018,
we beefed up the new adjustable axle.
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A more durable, heavier and adjustable rear
axle is now standard for S9 Series combines.
The axle uses the same rims as the rearwheel assist axle and is vertically adjustable.
This improved axle allows for expanded tire
and wheel options.
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EFFICIENCY

Many of the elements just discussed point to a
bigger Gleaner advantage, and that is efficiency in
many of the ways it’s defined. There is an efficiency
of time and money because there are fewer parts
to replace, and they are easier to get to when you
have to. There is also efficacy of the combine’s
operation itself. The reduced weight translates
into less fuel use and less of the combines’ power
is devoted to simply propelling it through the field.
One of the better examples we’ve added in recent
years is the SmartCooling™ system. This self-adjusting

cooling fan varies the degree of pitch to match cooling
requirements, and that allows more horsepower
to be conserved for harvesting. A recent update to
this system allows for manual operation of the fans,
reversing function for better timing of where and
when you clean out the radiator.
Perhaps the best way to see what a Gleaner
combine can do for your operation is to do your
own comparison. We are constantly benchmarking
our designs and innovations to gauge changes in
performance, and the elements we use could be
beneficial for your comparison.
First we look at the basic measures of bushels
and acres per hour. We try to run the comparison
machines in the same field at the same time—
and even then the comparison can be tricky. You
have to also be aware of what parts of the field
each combine is cutting. If one machine does the
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majority of opening up the headlands, there will be
a difference in productivity between the two. Next,
we drop the spreaders and do a series of loss checks.
In this situation, it is best to do several, throw out
the highest and lowest score and then average the
rest. We then check the bin sample for MOG and
grain damage. Typically, we take a few samples to
the elevator for evaluation. After the machines have
run side by side for an hour, we check the fuel use
and reconcile that data with the productivity.
One other check that is worth noting has less to do
with the actual harvest and more to do with set up.
It’s worth measuring how long it takes to set the

combine and how long it takes to make common
repairs in the field. These tasks will take your time
during harvest so it’s worth evaluating them side
by side on different combines. These comparisons
will also help you get a better measure of the total
cost of ownership, which, after performance, may
be the best evaluation of a combine's value.
There is truly no combine like a Gleaner and no
combine can match its results. If you’ve never run
one, you really should, and if you’re running an older
model, it’s really worth your time to see what a new
Gleaner can mean for your operation.
But don’t just take our word for it. See for yourself.
Schedule a demo with your dealer this season and see
what optimum harvesting performance is all about.

The entire rotary screen box and coolers pivot out
for easy service inspection. Exclusive SmartCooling
eliminates the need for daily cleaning of the radiator,
coolers and rotary screen, even in the heaviest soybean
dust and chaff.
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Gleaner Quick Reference
The following tables provide initial settings for S7 Series and newer machines for the most commonly
harvested crops. These settings and tips are meant as a starting point only and will require fine tuning to
match your conditions.
WHEAT, OATS, BARLEY

Rotor Speed (RPM)

400-750

•

Cutterbar locked up on flex headers.

Concave (in.)

0.1-0.2

•

Variable speed header drive in slowest position.

Fan

3-5

•

Chaffer (in.)

0.75

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on large countershaft drive
sheave.

Sieve (in.)

0.375

•

Left separator cage cover should be required for all cereal crops.

Chopper Speed

Fast

•

Elevator Boots

Solid

Filler bars may be required for hard threshing cereals to
eliminate white caps. Concave Filler Kit #700958588.

•

If white caps persist, contact your Gleaner dealer.

•

For areas predominately harvesting harder threshing cereals
such as spring wheat and canola, a narrow wire, four-section
concave option may be ordered from the factory or through
your Gleaner dealer in lieu of the all-crop concave. Narrow Wire
Concave #71469348.

•

Set concave to stem thickness just below head for starting
point.

•

Run in low range of rotor gearbox (if equipped with two-speed
gearbox) for greater torque if possible.

•

Lock up cutterbar on flex headers.

•

Variable speed header drive in slowest position.

•

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on large countershaft drive
sheave.

•

Left separator cage cover should be required for all cereal crops.

MILO

Rotor Speed (RPM)

450-600

Concave (in.)

0.2-0.4

Fan

3-6

Chaffer (in.)

0.625

Sieve (in.)

0.313

Chopper Speed

Fast

Elevator Boots

Solid

DRY CORN (<20% MOISTURE)

Rotor Speed (RPM)

250-300

•

Feed chains at slow speed for corn.

Concave (in.)

0.6-0.8

•

Fan

5-7

Variable speed header drive hose and coupler should be
connected.

Chaffer (in.)

0.625

•

Sieve (in.)

0.4

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on small countershaft drive
sheave.

Chopper Speed

Slow

•

Use round end corn chaffer for higher moisture corn.

Elevator Boots

Solid

•

A grain chaffer is optional, but corn chaffer is recommended.

•

Removal of lower sieve will increase capacity in higher yielding
corn.

HIGH MOISTURE CORN (>24% MOISTURE)

Rotor Speed (RPM)

250-300

•

Feed chains at slow speed for corn.

Concave (in.)

0.6-0.8

•

Variable speed header drive hose and coupler should be connected.

Fan

5-7

•

Chaffer (in.)

0.625

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on small countershaft
drive sheave.

Sieve (in.)

Remove lower

•

Use round end corn chaffer for higher moisture corn.

Chopper Speed

Slow

•

Use grain chaffer for drier corn.

Elevator Boots

Solid

•

With wet green leaves, start at 350 RPM to optimize
performance and eliminate any chance for plugging of
processor, which could result in rotor loss. Increase in 20 RPM
increments up to a maximum of 400 RPM.

•

Release and adjust cutterbar on flex headers. Adjust header
height control.

•

Variable speed header drive in slowest position.

•

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on large countershaft
drive sheave.

•

Round-end corn chaffer can remain in combine for soybeans;
however, if grain quality needs to be improved, standard chaffer
is available.

•

Left-hand separator cage cover and chopper floor cover are
required for soybeans.

•

If equipped, the retractable stationary knives should be left in
the lower position in soybeans. If additional chop of residue is
required, the stationary knives should be partially raised up in
small increments to avoid excessive power requirements.

•

Variable speed header drive (if equipped) in slowest position for
draper headers and direct cut headers.

•

Right-hand pivot drive belt positioned on large countershaft
drive sheave.

•

Feed chains (front and rear) should be in high position and
fast speed.

•

Angle pickup header down so pickup attachment and pickup header
auger can break up clumps of crop material and more evenly feed
the feed chains. Lower wind board accordingly.

•

During the daytime in dry conditions, slow the rotor down; at night,
when conditions are damp, speed rotor up.

•

For pickup headers, speed up variable-speed header drive (if
equipped) by 50%.

•

To increase capacity in canola, feeder house optimization
instructions for R, S7 and S8 Series are available from your
Gleaner dealer.

SOYBEANS

Rotor Speed (RPM)

400

Concave (in.)

0.2-0.4

Fan

5-7

Chaffer (in.)

0.75

Sieve (in.)

0.375

Chopper Speed

Fast

Elevator Boots

Perforated

CANOLA

Rotor Speed (RPM)

400-600

Concave (in.)

0.2-0.4

Fan

3-5

Chaffer (in.)

0.75

Sieve (in.)

0.375

Chopper Speed

Fast

Elevator Boots

Solid

It is your responsibility to read and understand the safety section in your operator’s manual and the manual for all attachments
before operating your machine. Remember you are the key to safety. Good safety practices not only protect you, but also
the people around you.
Study the features in your operator’s manual and make them a working part of your safety program. Keep in mind that the
safety section in your operator’s manual is written only for this type of machine. Practice all other usual and customary safe
working precautions, and above all remember - safety is your responsibility. You can prevent serious injury or death.
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